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______________________________________________ ABSTRCT Virtual communities exist over Internet and the trend is more with social networking sites. Twitter is one of the widely used social networking sites. Adversaries can use it for various ill-intended activities such as malware distribution, phishing, and spam. The mechanisms in Twitter have detection schemes with certain features. Conventional techniques for suspicious URLs that come part of malicious content distribution make use of futures like dynamic behavior, URL redirection, and HTML content. Recently Lee et al. proposed a scheme for detecting suspicious content distribution through Twitter streams. They used methodology that collects tweets from public timeline and build a classifier to detect malicious ones. They also built a tool to do this activity. In this paper we explore the concepts of detecting suspicious content over Twitter streams. We built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept. The empirical results are encouraging. INDEX TERMS --Suspicious content detection, classification, Twitter, conditional redirection



1. Introduction Twitter is one of the famous OSN sites that provide a platform for virtual communities. When a user makes a tweet, it goes to all followers. This way it is a tool for mass communication. This feature of OSN is exploited by hackers who will make use of the service for sharing malicious content. The malicious content might be spam, phishing attack or malicious URL that will cause harm to the user who clicks it. There are many tweet detection schemes in Twitter that can prevent malicious attacks. However, the conventional detection schemes are not able to protect the users from malicious content as it was proved earlier. The most common attacks through OSN include malware distribution attacks, scam, phishing, spam and other attacks. The attackers launch such attacks for monetary and other gains. These attacks are to be prevented in order to ensure that the communications of communities over specific OSN are secure. There were many solutions that can try to detect malicious URLs. They include Wepawet [1], HoneyMonkey [2], and Capture-HPC [3]. In web applications the usage of JavaScript, Flash script also cause
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malicious attack possibilities as they are vulnerable to attacks. Recently in [4] a mechanism was proposed for detecting suspicious URLs. Correlations of URL chains concept was explored instead of studying each URL. Frequent shared URLs concept was explored for malicious content detection. There are many features used to detect suspicious URLs. Architecture was proposed as shown in Figure 2. In this paper we built a prototype application that demonstrates the practical aspects of the approach presented in [4]. We built a web based interface to demonstrate the proof of concept. Our empirical study revealed that the application is able to show the difference between benign content from malicious content. Many experiments are made in presence of malicious attacks and the results reveal that the malicious content is having statistics higher than the benign ones. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents review of literature. Section III provides proposed system. Section IV provides prototype application. Section IV provides empirical results while section VI concludes the paper.



2. Related Work Many techniques were found in the literature for detecting spam [5], [6]. The other solutions include honey profiles [7], [8] for confusing users, blacklisting URLs for security reasons [9], [10] and tools for reporting spam [11]. Suspicious URL detection techniques are explored in [12], [13] and [14]. Dynamic detection systems that make use of virtual machines were explored by many researchers as explored in [1], [2], [3], and [15]. In order to detect drive by downloads, ARROW was proposed in [16] which also make use of correlated URLs. HTTP traces are also used for completing experiments. Between malware binaries and malicious landing pages, HTTP traces act as direct chains that can be used to solve the problem of detecting malicious URLs. These problems occur in information sharing services [17]. Google released a technical report recently that reveals the fact that Google is thinking to enhance the present malware detection schemes with up to data schemes [18]. In this paper we built a simulation mechanism in which the prototype application demonstrates the proof of concept with empirical studies.



3. Proposed Solution We built a web based application that demonstrates the concept of real time detection of suspicious content over Twitter streams. We used the mechanisms proposed in [42] for malicious content detection in Twitter tweets. The proposed system has functionalities as presented in Figure 1 which is the use case model of the system.
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Figure 1 – Use case model of the system The architecture of the system is as presented in Figure 2. It has many layers such as data collection, feature extraction, and training. After training phase, it performs classification in order to detect suspicious URLs.



Figure 2 – Architectural overview of the system [4] As can be seen in Figure 2, it is evident that data collection layer has a Tweet Queue into which tweets are pushed from time to time. From the twitter stream tweets containing URLs are collected and URL redirections are crawled in order to identify the tweets to be studied and they are pushed into the queue. The feature extraction layer takes the tweets from queue and finds entry point of URLs. Then feature vectors are constructed. The training phase takes feature vectors as input and builds a classifier. The classifier is capable of identifying malicious URLs. In the proposed application, from user point of view, Figure 2 shows the flow.



Figure 3 – Flow of data with respect to processes As can be seen in Figure 3, it is evident that the flow diagram illustrates the sequence of events before finally getting the malicious URLs detected.
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4. Protype Application We built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept pertaining to malicious URL detection in Twitter tweets. The environment used to build the application is a PC with 4 GB RAM, core 2 dual processor running Windows 7 operating system. The application is built using Servlets and JSP and JDBC. The prototype is able to demonstrate the tweets concept and the identification of malicious URLs.



Figure 4 – UI with tweets As can be seen in Figure 4, it is evident that the proposed application facilitates tweeting. The tweets obtained on the user wall are shown. Such tweets can be deleted if they are not required. However, the aim of the system is to detect malicious tweets that have suspicious URLs.



Figure 5 – UI showing following users in social network
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As can be seen in Figure 5, it is evident that the user can view following users and choose unfollow in order to perform the respective task. However, the tweets posted with URLs that might have suspicious content are the study here.



Figure 6 – UI with detection functionality As can be seen in Figure 6, the application is able to detect tweets that containing URLs besides having malicious nature. The classifier as explored in the previous section classifies the tweets as such so that the system can detect them with ease.



5. Experimental Results Experiments are made in terms of malicious and benign behaviors demonstrated. The results reveal the dynamics between month and length, month and frequency, month and number of init URLs, account creation date, month and follower-friend, and month and number of source applications. The average values of all these features and their variations are presented in the following graphs.
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As can be seen in Figure 7, it is evident that the benign and malicious simulations are presented. The horizontal axis represents month while the vertical axis represents length. The length feature of malicious content is more.
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Figure 8 -Variations of average values of frequency As can be seen in Figure 8, it is evident that the benign and malicious simulations are presented. The horizontal axis represents month while the vertical axis represents frequency. The frequency feature of malicious content is more.
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Figure 9 -Variations of average values of # init URLs As can be seen in Figure 9, it is evident that the benign and malicious simulations are presented. The horizontal axis represents month while the vertical axis represents # init URLs. The # init URLs feature of malicious content is more.
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Figure 10 -Variations of average values of account creation date As can be seen in Figure 10, it is evident that the benign and malicious simulations are presented. The horizontal axis represents month while the vertical axis represents account creation date. The account creation date feature of malicious content is more. 0.2 F 0.15 F o r 0.1 l r i l e -0.05 o n w 0 d e
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Figure 11 -Variations of average values of follower-friend As can be seen in Figure 11, it is evident that the benign and malicious simulations are presented. The horizontal axis represents month while the vertical axis represents follower-friend. The follower-friend feature of malicious content is more.
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As can be seen in Figure 12, it is evident that the benign and malicious simulations are presented. The horizontal axis represents month while the vertical axis represents # source app. The #source app feature of malicious content is more.



6. Conclusion and Future Work In this paper we studied the problem of detecting suspicious URLs in OSN user walls. Since Twitter is one of the famous OSN, our study was focused on this. The conventional detection mechanisms are inadequate to detect malicious content over Twitter tweets. The operations like URL redaction, conditional redirection can be improved further as explored in [4]. In this paper we implement those concepts and mechanism in a user-friendly fashion. We built a prototype application that demonstrates the proof of concept. We followed architecture with multiple layers where each later takes care of certain functionality. Finally the tweets with malicious content are classified and the results reveal that the prototype application is useful. The empirical results reveal the different between malicious and benign content as classified by the experiments. In future we will improve the system with more robust classifiers that exploit additional rules or policies.
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